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ABSTRACT 

 

Correct and consistent communication of state reforms is a crucial part of the reform process. According to previous 

research, reforms are often painful and induce different societal groups to oppose the changes, thus communication is one 

of the keys to successful implementation of state reforms. During the Web 2.0 era it has become possible for state 

authorities to deliver reformatory messages directly to the people omitting conventional media that might be negatively 

biased towards the state. But which social media channel should the reformers use — an opinion leader or a reform fan 

page? Answering this research question was the main task of this work.  

 

A new Ukrainian state procurement system named Prozorro was chosen as a case study for this research. Prozorro is 

actively promoted on Facebook both through a fan page and an opinion leader, the Deputy Minister of Economic 

Development and Trade of Ukraine Max Nefyodov. Data from both the opinion leader’s page and Prozorro fan page on 

Facebook was collected and analysed (48 and 45 posts respectively). The data showed that the opinion leader was more 

effective in terms of getting public response. His audience was only 2.74 times larger than the one of fan page, but on 

average Nefyodov received 3.76 more shares, 13.47 more reactions and 25.02 more comments than the fan page. Also, 

eight in-depth interviews were made during this research: three with social media professionals and five with subscribers 

of Nefyodov and Prozorro fan page. The respondents confirmed the notion that reforms promotion is more effective 

through the opinion leaders than through fan pages.  

 

The conclusion of this study is that reforms promotion is more effective through the opinion leaders than through the fan 

pages in social media. This result will be very useful for reformers, who are trying to change their countries and face 

strong society obstruction. As people will become increasingly engaged in the social media, opinion leadership may 

become a strong voice for reforms. 

 

The usefulness of this research is not limited to the scientists, who investigate tools of reform communication. It also 

touches on the topic of self-branding and adds new insights into this kind of research. It also will be beneficial for the 

companies that choose which tools to use in their promotional campaigns. 

 

SAMMANFATTNING 

 

En korrekt och konsekvent kommunikation av statliga reformer är en avgörande del av reformeringen. Enligt tidigare 

undersökningar är reformerna ofta smärtsamma och förmår olika sociala grupper att motstå förändringar, därför är 

kommunikation en av nycklarna till en lyckad implementering av statliga reformer. Under eran av Web 2.0 har det blivit 

möjligt för statliga myndigheter att meddela information gällande reformer direkt till folket och utesluta traditionella 

media vilket kan vara negativt partiskt mot staten. Men vilka sociala medier borde reformatorer använda - en 

opinionsledare eller en reformens fanpage? Att svara på denna fråga var det främsta målet med det här arbetet. 

 

Ett nytt ukrainskt system för offentliga upphandlingar Prozorro valdes ut för en fallstudie i det här vetenskapliga arbetet. 

Prozorro aktivt marknadsförs på Facebook både via en fanpage och en opinionsledare - minister för ekonomisk utveckling 

och handel i Ukraina Max Nefyodov. Både data från opinionledarens sida och Prozzoro samlades och analyserades (48 

och 45 inlägg respektivt). Det visade sig att opinionsledaren var mer effektiv vad gäller att få ett gensvar från allmänheten. 

Hans läsekrets var bara 2,74 gånger större än den av reformens fanpage men Nefyodov fick i genomsnitt 3,76 gånger fler 

delningar, 13,47 gånger fler reaktioner och 25,02 gånger fler kommentarer än fanpage. Dessutom var åtta djupintervjuer 

gjorda i ramen av den här undersökningen: tre med sociala mediers yrkesmän och fem med Nefyodovs och Prozorros 

fanpage prenumeranter. Respondenterna bekräftade uppfattningen att marknadsföring av reformer är mer effektiv via 

opinionsledare än reformers fanpage.  

 

Forskningens slutsats är att reformer marknadsförs i sociala medier effektivare via opinionsledare än via reformers 

fanpage. Slutsatsen kan komma till stor nytta för reformatorer som försöker förändra deras länder och möter ett starkt 

motstånd från allmänheten. Ju mer människor kommer att engagera sig i sociala medier, desto starkare blir opinionsledares 

föst som reformers företrädare. 

 

 Den här undersökningen kan ge nytta inte bara för forskare som analyserar olika verktyg av reformkommunicering. Den 

berör dessutom sådant ämne som självprofilering och ger nya insikter i forskningen om den. Företag som står framför 

valet av rätt verktyg för sina marknadsföringskampanjer kan dra fördel av det här vetenskapliga arbetet.  
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 

Ukraine is going through a complicated reforms 

stage, when the government processes undergo 

drastic changes. According to the report Monitoring 

of the Reforms Progress IQ2016, reforms are being 

implemented in 17 different sectors and areas. At the 

same time, according to the public opinion polls, 

reforms are perceived in Ukraine as an evil, since 

many of them are unpopular and/or are poorly 

communicated. As of January 2016, 35% of 

Ukrainians considered that no reforms had been 

implemented in Ukraine in 2015 [TNS Survey 

2016]. One of the possible reasons why 

communication of reforms is ineffective is that the 

media might fail to convey information about the 

government in a neutral and objective way, being 

negatively biased [Gelders, Van de Walle, 2005]. 

Ukraine holds only 129th place out of 178 countries 

in the Press Freedom Index, which means that the 

local media (especially TV channels, most of which 

are owned by oligarchs) cannot provide the society 

with transparent and unbiased opinions on the 

processes that take place in the country.  

 

Another problem is that governments in general are 

often seen by the population in negative light [Van 

de Walle and Bouckaert 2003]. Therefore, 

communicating reforms becomes a doubly difficult 

task: while nation's attitude towards reforms and 

government itself is already pejorative, the media 

also tend to present the state-related news in a 

negative way.  

 

At the same time, according to the Gemius research 

on the Internet audience in Ukraine, as of December 

2015 there were 18.4 million desktop Internet users, 

4.9 million smartphone Internet users and 1.7 

million tablet Internet users in Ukraine [Gemius 

Audience, December 2015]. That is, at least 43% of 

population of Ukraine have access to the Internet. 

47% of Ukrainian Internet users or 8.7 million 

people were registered on Facebook, the most 

popular social media website in Ukraine.  

 

In such a situation, social media can become a good 

solution for communicating reforms, since they 

provide direct access to the public without 

middlemen engagement [Neti, 2011].  

 

Prozorro, a new Ukrainian digital government 

procurement system, is an example of a reform that 

is being actively promoted through social media. It 

was launched by the Ministry of Economic 

Development and Trade in 2015, and starting from 

April 1, 2016, all Ukrainian state companies are 

obliged to make procurements through this system. 

In Ukrainian “prozoro” means “transparently”. 

Prozorro’s aim is to fight bribery and dirty deals 

between the participants. Since its launch in Spring 

2015 it has saved a lot of money for the state budget 

[ProZorro: How to save billions of Ukrainian 

money].  

 

According to the Marketing Director of Prozorro 

Daria Cherkashyna, the system was mostly 

communicated through two channels: 1) educational 

seminars throughout all the regions of Ukraine and 

2) social media—mostly its Facebook account 

(Prozorro also has Twitter and YouTube accounts, 

but they are not as active as the Facebook one). 

These two channels were mainly used due to the fact 

that broad TV and newspaper -coverage was not 

available to the Prozorro team as constant 

communication channels. 

 

The reform is also actively promoted on Facebook 

by the Deputy Minister of Economic Development 

and Trade Max Nefyodov, who is responsible for the 

reform. He has been covering every step of Prozorro 

implementation during the last year. He is also 

considered a Ukrainian opinion leader, having about 

25,000 Facebook followers and more than 4,500 

Facebook “friends”.  

 

So the research question of this paper is: Which 

channel is the best for reforms promotion on 

Facebook—an opinion leader or a fan page? 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
The problem of reforms promotion 

 

Implementing reforms has always been considered a 

tough task for politicians due to a number of 

reasons. According to Bonfiglioli and Gancia 

[2012], the reformers may face a high level of 

reluctance of different interest groups, who stand to 

lose due to a reform and thus block them. Also 

“uncertainty about the distribution of costs and 

benefits may lead to a status quo bias or to a war of 

attrition between parties resulting in an inefficient 

delay” [Bonfiglioli, Gancia, 2012]. Moreover, 

governments in general are often seen by the 

population in negative light [Goodsell 1985; Van de 

Walle and Bouckaert 2003], which can also impede 

the willingness of politicians to implement painful 

reforms.  

 

For a long time traditional media (newspapers, TV, 

radio) have been considered the most important 

source of information about the government 

activities, as “most citizens have limited encounters 

with the government, which makes media coverage 

a main source of information” [Gelders, Van de 

Valle, 2008]. However, media often fail to convey 

information about the government in a neutral and 

objective way, being negatively biased [Gelders, 

Van de Valle, 2008]. Therefore, communicating 

reforms becomes a doubly difficult task: while 

nation's attitude towards reforms and government 

itself is already pejorative; the media also tend to 

present the state-related news in a negative way.  

 
Reforms and social media 

 

At the same time, the recent rise of social media 

(SM) or social networking services (SNS) may have 

a great influence on the communication between the 

reformers and the nation. SM have already caused a 

huge shift in terms of information consumption by 

the users. Since SM provide an opportunity for 

direct communication between different parties, they 

have become the “Fifth Estate” (whereas journalism 

and conventional outlets are the “Fourth Estate”) 

[Dutton, 2009]. ”Users can source their own 

information, independent of any single institution, 

using the capabilities provided by search and social 

media” [Newman et al 2012].  

The possibility to connect and communicate directly 

with the clients was capitalized by the businesses, 

which, in turn, affected the research field: a number 

of researches on different aspects of the usage of 

social media by businesses have appeared within the 

recent years [for example, Kwok, Yu, 2013; 

Adamopolous, Todri, 2014; Jackson et al., 2014; 

Veldeman et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2015; Shehata, 

2015 (Thesis)]. Moreover, political parties have also 

started using the social media [for example, Auvinen 

2015; Larsson, Kalsnes, 2014].  

Van der Graaf [2015] also asserts that social media 

can be a “weapon of the weak”, which implies that 

people or interest groups with low access to 

resources (financial, human, intellectual) can be as 

much successful on social media as the richer groups 

that have access to offline media. Therefore, 

reforms, which often lack resources and financial 

support and are conducted in an aggressive 

environment can be communicated via social media 

in order to connect directly with the stakeholders 

and engage a larger quantity of interested people 

[Measurable Success, Growing Adoption, Vast 

Potential, 2013]. It is especially valuable in the 

situation of reluctance of conventional media to 

cover state initiatives and their negative bias towards 

the government.  

Opinion leaders and fan pages 

The term “opinion leaders” (OL) has been 

investigated by the researchers long before the 

emergence of social media, approximately since 

mid-1950s. One of the definitions of OL is that they 

are the people, who are more exposed to the mass 

media than non-leaders and who spread information 

further from the media to the broad public [Katz 

1957]. Also, “opinion leader may be more interested 

in the particular sphere, in which he is influential” 

[Katz, 1957]. There are a number of other terms 

close to opinion leaders: leader, informal leader, 

information leader, adoption leader, fashion leader, 

consumption leader, wielder of influence, market 
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maven, influencer, influential, local influential, 

spark plug, key communicator, key player, style 

setter, gatekeeper, tastemaker [Sahelices-Pinto, 

Rodríguez-Santos, 2014].  

Today, opinion leaders have moved to the internet 

and become “points of reference in ...social 

networks” [Sahelices-Pinto, Rodriguez-Santos, 

2014]. They vastly affect SNS landscape and its 

informational content as “the diffusion of messages 

depends on active individuals such as OLs” 

[Karlsen, 2015].  

 

Figure 1. Diffusion of information in social networks 

through opinion leaders. Source: [Karlsen, 2015] 

Opinion leadership is also tightly connected to the 

word-of-mouth phenomenon, or “oral, person-to-

person communication between a receiver and a 

communicator, whom the receiver perceives as non-

commercial, regarding a brand, product or service” 

[Buttle 1998; Arndt, 1967]. This communication can 

both positively and negatively influence the 

receivers of such information [Buttle, 1998]. 

Therefore, the opinion leaders are especially 

valuable for the organisations that want to deliver 

their messages to the broad audience (companies, 

NGOs, governments etc), since OLs can not only 

positively promote information, but also harm the 

image of the information source and interpret it in a 

negative way.  

At the same time, Facebook fan pages are also 

considered an effective social media marketing tool.  

They “create an online presence for a brand and 

allow the brand to actively engage with its publics. 

To join the community, a user simply has to click 

the like button to subscribe to information and 

updates from the brand” [Bushelow, 2012]. On the 

contrary to OLs, fan pages are directly managed by 

the representatives of a company, the government or 

other institutions and information cannot be given to 

the users in a negative connotation without the fan 

page manager’s control.  

On the other hand, opinion leaders are the ones, who 

deliver messages to the broad audience and may do 

this more effectively than the fan pages. So the main 

research question of this research is to get to know 

“Which Facebook tool—an opinion leader or a fan 

page—can be more effective in terms of delivering 

the necessary messages during the promotion of 

reforms”.  

METHODS 

Quantitative 

Both quantitative and qualitative methods have been 

used in this Thesis. First the data from Max 

Nefyodov’s Facebook page and Prozorro fan page 

was collected and put into an Excel table (see 

Appendix 1). Data collection period was one month, 

from March 21, 2016, to April 20, 2016. The data on 

every post was collected in at least 24 hours after the 

post was published. For all posts published on 

Nefyodov and Prozorro’s pages shares, reactions, 

user tags, comments, pictures, links and hashtags 

were collected and the data was then put into the 

Excel table. Each post was given a brief description, 

including a direct link to the post. 

 

This method was supposed to quantify which page 

had bigger impact on the audience in terms of the 

above mentioned indicators (shares, reactions, etc). 

Firstly, average and median indicators were 

calculated for all the posts in order to compare two 

Facebook pages. Then only identical posts published 

during the investigated period of time (four posts) 

were picked and averages of all the above mentioned 

indicators were calculated. The resulting figures 

show what reaction identical posts published  by an 

opinion leader and a fan page received.  

 

 

 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Q0xYiupiF20KO3AFBdJhM-D0DZE0W71vzxXw4f47XEM/edit#gid=0
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Qualitative 

 

Then a qualitative approach was used and eight 

interviews were conducted. Three of the interviews 

were held with the following professionals:  

1) Maksym Savanevskyi, owner of digital 

agency PlusOne, who has organized a 

number of broad-scale social media 

campaigns for Ukrainian businesses and 

state authorities,  

2) Laura Luzinska, PR Manager of the 

Prozorro reform, who is responsible for the 

Prozorro fan page management, 

3) Daria Cherkashyna, Marketing Manager of 

Prozorro reform, who is responsible for all 

the marketing activities of the reform. 

 

First two interviews were free flowing, with some 

questions prepared in advance and some arising 

during the interviews. Due to this approach, a lot of 

different insights were discovered during the 

interviews that would unlikely be revealed 

otherwise. The questions were different during these 

two interviews. The interview with Savanevskyi 

took 62 minutes, while the interview with Luzinska 

took 26 minutes (both were held during personal 

meetings). Savanevskyi was asked what tools work 

and do not work for the promotion of corporate and 

state activities on Facebook and what are the reasons 

for that, according to his experience. Luzinska was 

asked what kinds of posts published by Prozorro fan 

page receive better reaction of the audience and how 

she as a fan page manager interacts with Nefyodov. 

The interviews with Savanevskyi and Luzinska were 

taken before the start of the research and data 

collection. The interview with Cherkashyna was less 

explorative and took about 10 minutes during a short 

personal meeting with some questions asked 

afterwards on Facebook.  

 

Then, after the data collection and calculations, five 

other interviews were conducted with the followers 

of both Nefyodov and Prozorro fan page in order to 

check the insights received using the statistical 

approach.  

 

Users were chosen based on two important 

principles: 

1) They do not know Nefyodov or anyone 

from Prozorro  in person;  

2) They are not engaged in state procurements 

in Ukraine or anywhere else. 

 

This way two problems were fixed: 

1) A personal bias — the users could be 

following Nefyodov and Prozorro’s 

Facebook pages due to some personal 

connections instead of genuine interest 

towards the reform; 

2) A professional bias — they could be in 

charge of procurements, which could affect 

their decisions to  follow both pages under 

research.  

 

These interviews took about 10 minutes each and 

were all conducted via phone. The questions were 

more or less the same and covered the reasons why 

these people subscribed to Nefyodov and Prozorro 

fan page and the circumstances in which they did 

that; what they found interesting and what made 

them share content. 

 
RESULTS 

 
The “Max effect” 

 

Based on the data collected from Nefyodov’s page 

and Prozorro fan page within a month of research, 

all possible indicators were calculated: number of 

posts made during the period under review, number 

of active days (when the posts were published), 

average number of posts per day; total, average and 

median number of shares, reactions, tags and 

comments. I added a median indicator to the 

measurement because of a big spread between the 

minimum and maximum values, so it was worth to 

see what the 50th percentile values for these 

indicators were. Another step was to calculate the 

difference between indicators of Nefyodov and 

Prozorro’s pages.  

 

These calculations uncovered a number of insights. 

Firstly, Nefyodov’s total audience (friends plus 
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followers) on the day of calculations 

(21.04,2016) was 29,888 people. Total 

audience of Prozorro fan page (the amount 

of followers) was 10,906 people. So 

Nefyodov’s audience was as 2.74 times 

bigger than the audience of the fan page. 

The differences in the number of posts, 

number of active days and average number 

of posts per day were all close to one 

(1.07, 1.13, 0.94 respectively). That means 

that Nefyodov and Prozorro fan page were 

almost equally active, though Nefyodov 

was even a bit less active than Prozorro 

(his average number of posts per day was 

equal to 0.94 of the average number for 

Prozorro fan page).  

 

However, on average Nefyodov received 

3.76 more shares, 13.47 more reactions 

and 25.02 more comments than the fan 

page (having an audience only 2.74 times 

bigger than the fan page). Median 

indicators for shares, reactions and 

comments were 7.20, 16.79 and 7.20 

respectively. Table 1 shows all the results 

received from the data collection and 

further calculations.  

 

These results prove one of the main 

insights received from the interview with 

Maksym Savanevskyi. He said:  

 

“It is easier and more effective to promote 

reforms through the opinion leaders than 

through the fan pages. The fan pages never 

work for reforms because they are boring and 

nobody sees them in their news feed. The reason for 

not seeing them is simple: the less you interact with 

the content, the less Facebook shows it to you. 

People interact more with opinion leaders than with 

the fan pages”.  

 

So, Nefyodov was definitely much more popular 

compared to Prozorro. I named it a “Max effect”—

having an audience x times bigger than a similar fan 

page, the opinion leader receives reaction n*x times 

stronger, where n > 1.  

 
Table 1. Nefyodov and Prozorro calculations 

 

However, during the above mentioned calculations 

the difference in content published by Nefyodov and 

by Prozorro was not taken into account. It might be 

possible that the content produced by Nefyodov was 

more interesting than the content published by the 

fan page—and that could be the reason for having 

enormously more positive reaction of the audience. 

Content analysis of the Nefyodov’s posts showed 

that he wrote exclusively about his work at the 

Ministry of Economic Development and Trade. 26 

 Nefyodov 

Prozorro fan 

page 

Nefyodov 

vs Prozorro 

fan page, 

times  

Total audience: friends + 

followers (Nefyodov) and 

subscribers (Prozorro fan page), 

as of 21.03.2016 29 888 10 906 2.74 

Number of posts 21.03–20/04 48 45.00 1.07 

Active days 26 23.00 1.13 

Average posts per day 1.85 1.96 0.94 

Number of posts with pictures 28 18.00 1.56 

Average number of posts with 

pictures 0.58 0.40 1.46 

Number of posts with links 27 26.00 1.04 

Average number of posts with 

links 0.56 0.58 0.97 

Total number of shares 3257 812.00 4.01 

Average number of shares 67.85 18.04 3.76 

Median shares 36 5.00 7.20 

Total number of reactions 32044 2,231.00 14.36 

Average number of reactions 667.58 49.58 13.47 

Median reactions 571 34.00 16.79 

Number of tags 1767 34.00 51.97 

Average number of tags 36.81 0.76 48.72 

Median tags 49.5 7.00 7.07 

Total number of comments 1468 55.00 26.69 

Average number of comments 30.58 1.22 25.02 

Median comments 18 2.50 7.20 
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out of 48 posts (54%) within one month were 

directly related to Prozorro system, while all the rest 

concerned other issues at the Ministry.  

 

Also, I took completely identical posts from 

Nefyodov and Prozorro’s pages. These posts have a 

hashtag #зрадаперемога (#zradaperemoga)—two 

words in Ukrainian written together: treason (zrada) 

and victory (peremoga).  

 

The roots of this hashtag are difficult to find and it 

requires another serious research. But this hashtag 

definitely emerged after the Maidan revolution in 

2014. This hashtag is being used a lot in the 

Ukrainian segment of internet and means that the 

political newcomers, the reformers, are making 

progress in improving the situation in the country 

(“peremoga”) or that they are hampering reforms 

(“zrada”). 

 

In the context of Prozorro, #zradaperemoga was a 

unique marketing tool invented by the Prozorro 

team. The hashtag meant one piece of good news 

and one piece of bad news about procurement 

system reform. For example, when a big state 

company or a whole town in Ukraine joined the new 

procurement system, it was good news or 

“peremoga”. An example of bad news could be the 

unwillingness of one of the largest Ukrainian cities 

to join Prozorro or a fraud, collusion and bribery 

uncovered by the team of Prozorro during the tender 

(“zrada”).  

 

On the contrary to other content written by 

Nefyodov on his own, #zradameremoga posts are 

prepared by Laura Luzinska. These posts are 

published on a weekly basis, normally before lunch 

on Monday. According to Luzinska, she usually 

gives Nefyodov a post, he publishes it and almost 

immediately after him she posts the same content on 

the Prozorro fan page. During the research period 

(one month) there were four such posts published by 

Nefyodov and Prozorro. According to my 

calculations, over the investigated period average 

time difference between the post published by 

Nefyodov and Prozorro was equal to only 5.5 

minutes.  

 

Despite the posts being absolutely identical, they 

received much better reaction when published on the 

Nefyodov’s page than on Prozorro fan page. On 

average, there were 37.75 more shares, 29.15 more 

reactions and 24 times more comments on 

Nefyodov’s page than on Prozorro page. Keeping in 

mind that his audience is only 2.74 times bigger than 

that of Prozorro, this is an enormous difference. 

 

 Shares Reactions 

Tags 

(number 

of people) 

Comments 

(w/ replies) 

Average for 

Nefyodov 37.75 656 49.25 18 

Average for 

the fan page 1 22.5 0 0.75 

Difference 

(times) 35.75 29.15 n/a 24 

 

Table 2.  Indicators for #Zradaperemoga posts on 

Nefyodov’s page and Prozorro fan page 

 

As I mentioned before, Maksym Savanevskyi 

partlially explained why there was such a difference 

between the reaction of people on Nefyodov and 

Prozorro’s posts—as an opinion leader, Nefyodov 

appears in the news feed of his followers more often 

than Prozorro. This hypothesis was then checked 

during the interviews with five Nefyodov and 

Prozorro’s followers.  

 

One of the first questions during interviews was 

“Why did you subscribe to Nefyodov and Prozorro 

and which of them was first?”. Four out of five 

people said they subscribed to Nefyodov first 

because “he had a pro-european image”, “he had a 

bright image that is easy to remember”, “he was 

active during Maidan”, “he was a proactive person 

with strong leadership, who could change the 

[corrupted Ukrainian] system”. Three people said 

they never see content from Prozorro page, two said 

that they see it rarely and see Nefyodov’s content 

more often. All respondents said they mostly 

received information about Prozorro from 

Nefyodov’s page. Four people emphasized that they 

liked #zradaperemoga posts the most.  
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Two respondents explained why they like Nefyodov 

more than Prozorro: “Because he’s a human and it is 

possible to talk to him via comments on Facebook. 

It’s a personalized communication on the contrary to 

fan pages. And he communicates with the users a 

lot”. I did not have an interview with Nefyodov, but 

we talked a bit on his strategy on Facebook once. He 

said that he is very actively commenting posts 

thanks to a voice recognition technology in his 

smartphone: normally he dictates texts for Facebook 

and that helps him a lot in communicating with his 

audience. Also he explained his popularity compared 

to Prozorro page in the following way: “Of course, 

people like official persons more than the 

institutions that officials represent. Secondly, I 

swear in the comments. People like it. Thirdly, I 

write in a lively style, and Prozorro fan page is more 

official in terms of wording”. Probably Nefyodeov’s 

popularity was the reason why Laura Luzinska and 

Max Nefyodov decided to post #zradaperemoga 

posts first on Nefyodov’s page and then on Prozorro 

page—Max has became the leading social media 

channel for the reform.  

 

The reason why content of Prozorro appears less in 

the news feeds of users was  the following: “When 

you tag a lot of people and a lot of users share, like 

and comment your posts, that is they actively 

interact in your content, then a much broader 

audience will see this content even if they don’t 

follow you”, said Maksym Savakevskyi. According 

to him, this tool is often used by companies during 

marketing campaigns: they ask subscribers to share 

their content for the possibility of winning some 

prize, and this way their friends also see these posts.  

 

This knowledge was acquired by Savanevskyi 

during many years of practical experience in social 

media promotion and hard work on the marketing 

campaigns on Facebook. But his assertions and 

assumptions are also supported by the mechanism 

that Facebook uses for its News Feed. According to 

the recent video posted by Facebook under the tag 

“News Feed FYI” (where the mechanisms of News 

Feed are occasionally explained), there are four 

factors that affect everyone’s news feed on 

Facebook: 

 

1) The person who posted (whether the person 

is close to the user, i.e. how often the user 

interacts with the person), 

2) Time of the post (most recent posts have 

higher priority), 

3) Type of content (if this is a picture and a 

user likes and shares pictures a lot, then the 

probability of showing him the picture in 

his news feed is higher), 

4) Interactions with the post (the more people 

have reacted, shared or commented the 

post, the higher is probability of the post to 

be shown to the user).  

 

These factors are shown on the Figure 2, a 

printscreen from the mentioned above presentation 

given by Adam Mosseri, VP of Product 

Management for News Feed of Facebook. This 

means that everyone’s news feed is unique and 

based on his personal preferences.  

 

 
Fig. 1. What affects personal news feeds of the 

Facebook users 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The purpose of this study was to research which 

social media channel of reforms promotion is more 

effective and proper—an opinion leader or a reform 

fan page. Based on the interviews with 

professionals, quantitative data from an opinion 

leader’s Facebook page and a reform promotion fan 

page, as well as on the interviews with the users, a 

hypothesis that OLs are better at promoting reforms 

than the fan pages was proven. Users prefer 
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personalized communication with the people they 

respect and whose opinion is important to them 

(opinion leaders). Such an approach is also good in 

terms of content diffusion, since, as mentioned 

before, information is normally spread from the 

source to the mass public through opinion leaders.  

 

However, in order to fully prove this hypothesis it 

would be appropriate to conduct similar research on 

the other reforms, not only one. Also, for the sake of 

scientific soundness the problem of difference in 

audience sizes (Max has about 30,000 followers and 

friends, while Prozorro has about 11,000 

subscribers) would need to be eliminated. One of the 

possible solutions in this case would be to find an 

opinion leader and a reform fan page with equal or 

close number of followers. Also, even though all of 

Nefyodov’s content is related either to the reform of 

Prozorro or other issues he oversees at the Ministry 

of Economic Development and Trade (so he writes 

only work-related posts), content published by 

Prozorro and Nefyodov is different, and 

performance of only four identical posts was 

analysed. A longer period of time could have been 

analyzed with more identical posts. Moreover, it was 

obvious that the reform PR manager prefers the 

reform to be promoted by Nefyodov (giving him 

necessary content in advance and waiting for his 

posts). During the interview, she said that she does 

not devote much effort to the fan page and fills it 

with content only when she has time. If she was 

more proactive in promoting the fan page, the results 

of the research could have been different. 

Furthermore, another opinion leader could have been 

taken instead of Nefyodov, one who is also 

promoting reforms, but does  not occupy such a high 

position.  

This research also did not include investigation of 

the type of content—if pictures, texts, links or 

videos work the best for reforms promotion. Content 

analysis was done very briefly and superficially, 

without taking the sentiment of the posts on 

Nefyodov and Prozorro’s pages into account. Thus, 

there is a large room for further research in the field 

of reforms promotion in social media. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The research shows that promotion of the reform 

Prozorro is more efficient through an opinion leader 

than through its fan page. On average the opinion 

leader received 3.76 more shares, 13.47 more 

reactions and 25.02 more comments than the fan 

page, though he has an audience only 2,74 times 

larger. Higher efficiency of the opinion leader 

compared to the fan page was also proven via eight 

in-depth interviews: three with social media 

professionals and five with subscribers of both 

pages. The conclusion of this research will be useful 

to reformers, who are trying to change their 

countries and face a strong societal obstruction. At 

the same time, as people will become increasingly 

engaged in the social media, opinion leadership may 

become a strong voice for reforms and also for 

commercial brands, NGOs and states. This research 

also  touches on the topic of self-branding and adds 

new insights into this kind of research.  
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